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A First Book of C++Cengage Learning, 2011

	Gary Bronson's A FIRST BOOK OF C++, Fourth Edition, takes a hands-on, applied approach to the first programming language course for students studying computer science. The book begins with procedural programming in C, and then gradually introduces object-oriented programming features and the C++ language syntax that enables first-time...
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Means, Ends and Medical Care (Philosophy and Medicine)Springer, 2007

	In this remarkable book, Gary Wright focuses thirty years’ experience as a family physician, and his Ph.D. in philosophy, to address the nature of good medical reasoning. Wright folds cognitive science into a pragmatist framework developed by John Dewey; this alternative view of mind and medical judgment leads to a model of reasoning...
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Fieldwork for Design: Theory and Practice (Computer Supported Cooperative Work)Springer, 2007
Fieldwork for Design looks at why ethnographic approaches have been turned to in the design of computing devices for the workplace, for the home and elsewhere. It presents a history of ethnography, both as it was practiced before computer science picked it up and since, most especially in the CSCW and HCI domains. It examines, further, the...
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Cartoons for Trainers: Seventy Five Cartoons to Use or Adapt for Transitions, Activities, Discussion Points, Ice Breakers and MoreStylus Publishing, 2002

	Includes CD-ROM so cartoons may be incorporated and captions changed in presentation software, plus licensing agreement for reproduction As most instructors, presenters and trainers have discovered, cartoons are an excellent classroom resource for making key learning points in an enjoyable, engaging manner.


	Cartoons function well...
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Performance Management: Finding the Missing Pieces (to Close the Intelligence Gap) (SAS Institute Inc.)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
Praise for Performance Management
" We are witnessing a convergence among advanced management concepts and practices.  Performance management is a means to pull it all together, to understand the strengths and limitations of each management practice and leverage it for competitive advantage. Cokins’ book walks us through all this in...
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The Career Portfolio WorkbookMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Your resume may have gotten you the interview, but a career portfolio will get you the job

Employers are interested in actions, not words.  And a career portfolio shows them that you have the skills, talent, knowledge, and personality they want.  With The Career Portfolio Workbook learn...
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Desktop GIS: Mapping the Planet with Open Source ToolsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Desktop GIS explores the world of Open Source GIS software and provides a guide to navigate the many options available. Discover what kind of GIS user you are and lay the foundation to evaluate the options and decide what software is best for you.
  Desktop GIS examines the challenges associated with assembling and using an...
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Pro SpringSource dm ServerApress, 2009
The SpringSource dm Server™ is a completely modular, OSGi-based Java server designed to run enterprise Java applications and Spring-powered applications with a new degree of flexibility and reliability. The SpringSource dm Server is based on the new SpringSource Dynamic Module Kernel™ (dm Kernel). The dm Kernel provides a module-based...
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Programming VB .NET: A Guide for Experienced ProgrammersApress, 2001

	In Programming VB .NET: A Guide for Experienced Programmers, authors Gary Cornell and Jonathan Morrison carefully explain the exciting features of Visual Basic .NET. Since VB .NET is, for all practical purposes, a whole new language even for the most experienced Visual Basic programmers, developers...
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Time-Blocking: Your Method to Supercharge Productivity & Reach Your GoalsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Have you ever felt like there’s just not enough time in the day...?For those of us with dreams and goals that we long to see accomplished in our lives, this frustration can be all-too-common. We find ourselves extremely busy, yet still, we struggle to find time for even the tasks we deem most important or the activities that bring us the...
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Predictable Magic: Unleash the Power of Design Strategy to Transform Your BusinessWharton School Publishing, 2010

	“By putting the empowerment of people at the center of strategy creation, Predictable Magic is as much a book about values and leadership as it is about design. It can help executives find meaning and value in their work as they create meaning and value for their consumers.”

...
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Gamers at Work: Stories Behind the Games People PlayApress, 2012

	For nearly four decades, video games have captured the imaginations and drawn the ire of people around the world. Actors play them. Rappers promote them. Politicians want to control them. Even baseball legends make them. Video games are a cultural crossroads where business, entertainment, and technology converge.

	

	Sales of...
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